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This project will contribute to the departmental research theme Critical Systems in that it develops a refinement-based methodology for the design, verification and implementation of critical programs working on graph-like structures. Examples for such programs are classical graph algorithms, pointer manipulating programs in languages such as C [4, 5], and security-critical systems with graph-based access policies [9, 1].

Critical programs will be developed within the rule-based graph programming language GP 2 [10], starting with abstract non-deterministic programs which can be seen as specifications. These will be refined to fast deterministic programs by correctness-preserving refinement steps which gradually reduce the degree of non-determinism. GP 2 has a simple syntax and semantics to facilitate formal reasoning (see [11] for a Hoare logic approach to verifying graph programs) and comes with a compiler which generates efficient C code [2, 3].

Graph programs can be non-deterministic for two reasons: to apply a set of rules, a rule from the set is chosen, and to apply a rule, a match for the rule is chosen. Non-determinism allows concise programs because rule selection and host graph traversal are left to GP 2’s implementation. Such programs are typically easier to verify than programs whose non-determinism has been restricted by encoding strategies for rule selection and graph traversal. In the setting of imperative programs, the idea of hiding implementation detail by non-determinism goes back to Floyd who introduced a choose operator to concisely express backtracking algorithms [8]. Similarly, [6] extends the Scala language with a choose operator and refines non-deterministic programs to efficient deterministic programs. In contrast, GP 2 can directly be used as a wide-spectrum language which encompasses both non-deterministic and deterministic programs.

The advantages of highly non-deterministic graph programs come at the cost of slow running times: in general, the time to match a rule is polynomial in the size of the host graph. To overcome this problem, rooted GP 2 programs rely on distinguished root nodes in rules and host graphs which can be accessed in constant time. For example, [3] uses a rooted program to check in linear time whether input graphs (of bounded node degree) are 2-colourable. Timing experiments demonstrate that on grid graphs of up to 100,000 nodes, the GP 2 program matches the run time of Sedgewick’s tailor-made C program for 2-colourability [12].

The goal of this project is to develop a methodology for refining non-deterministic unrooted graph programs to deterministic rooted programs. Initially, the development process of the 2-colouring program in [3] will be followed by introducing root nodes and marked edges to derive an efficient depth-first graph traversal program. Case studies on linear-time and polynomial-time graph algorithms will be conducted, based on algorithms found in textbooks such as [12, 7, 13]. In each case, the algorithm will be specified by an unrooted graph program which subsequently is refined to a fast rooted program. The running times of the resulting programs will be experimentally compared with published imperative programs for the algorithms. More complicated algorithms may require to encode data structures such as priority queues within host graphs. Subsequently, the methodology will be evaluated in case studies on pointer programs and on programs controlling graph-based access policies in security-critical systems.
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